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Typology for Academic Partnerships  
[For guidance on the typology for delivery with a partner relating to; 

Placements �¢ contact the Placement and Development Manager 
Study Aboard �¢ contact the Study Abroad Manager 
Non-credit bearing, non-award provision �¢ contact Research and Enterprise) 

 

The purpose of this typology is to provide colleagues interested in setting up a 
partnership with a range of examples of the types of teaching collaboration available. In 
many cases a partnership may not fit neatly into one category and may span several 
categories. To discuss further any elements or explore models not included in the 
typology, please contact the Partnerships Team at partnerships@reading.ac.uk   

 

Guide to Policies and Procedures for 
Teaching and Learning 
 
Section 11: working with other 
institutions  
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Type Programme Design Programme Delivery  Award Description  

Joint  Joint  Joint  Joint (one award) A single award programme designed and 
delivered by two or more institutions.  

Policies and procedures are agreed jointly 
by all partners for the specific programme. 
Responsibility for quality assurance is 
shared.  

Dual Both (with variability on % 
designed) 

 

Design may be based on 
existing programmes at 
both the University and 
the partner with 
adaptation in design to 
create one programme. 

Both (with variability on % 
delivered) 
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Type Programme Design Programme Delivery  Award Description  

Franchise
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Type Programme Design Programme Delivery  Award Description  

Articulation  Each partner responsible 
for their own programme 
(with variability on % 
designed) 

 

The partner is responsible 
for first part of the 
programme. The 
University is responsible 
for the second part of 
programme once the 
student transfers to the 
University. 

Each partner responsible for their 
own programme (with variability 
on % delivered) 

 

The first part of the programme 
is delivered by the partner. The 
University delivers the second 
part of programme once the 
student transfers to the 
University. 

University The University directly admits students to 
an advanced point on a specific University 
degree programme after a period of study 
on a specified programme at the Partner 
Institution.  

Students are entitled to automatically 
transfer  onto the advanced stage of the 
degree on reaching outlined transfer 
requirements. These transfer 
requirements are outlined in the 
agreement between partners and are 
based on curriculum mapping. This 
mapping exercise identifies that the 
content taught at the partner provides an 
appropriate basis on which students may 
enter a University programme at a 
particular level.  

These arrangements involve credit 
accumulation and transfer, so that credit 
achieved at the partner is transferred to 
contribute to the programme and award 
completed at the University.  

The two separate components are the 
responsibility of the respective 
organisations delivering them but, 
together, contribute to a single award (of 
the degree-awarding body). 
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